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For LACSSP participants: 
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For those who are NOT part of CaMSP funded LACSSP, 

we are making part of this workshop open to other educators.  COSEE-West a partner on a 
CaMSP grant which funds LACSSP. 

Admission is free, but you must register (see below) 
Please join us for: 

lecture and Q&A:     8:30-9:45am 
lessons and activities:     9:45-11:00am 

(aimed mostly at 3rd-8th grade) 
The rest of the workshop is tailored specifically for the LACCSP teachers who have been 

selected for this 3 year program. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

PARKING: Please allow yourself extra time to navigate traffic and street construction and the possible 
tailgate partiers.  There is a home USC football game that day at 5pm, so there will be tailgate 
parties, but hopefully not at 8am when you are trying to park.  Parking is $20 on campus.  An 
alternative is to park at the Shrine auditorium (enter from 32nd street) that is nearby (to the north of 
campus) and should be $7. 
MAP & DIRECTIONS to USC: http://www.usc.edu/about/visit/upc/driving_directions/ 
TAPER HALL: The nearest intersection (that you can drive to) is Jefferson Bl and University Ave (or 
Jefferson Bl and S Hoover St is nearby, too).  Once you are on campus walking around, Taper Hall is 
between 34th St and 35th Pl on Trousdale Pkwy.  See the searchable USC map here: http://web-
app.usc.edu/maps/, enter Taper Hall and it will show you where it is on a map and if you click on 
the name it will show you a photo of the front of the building. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
K-12 teachers may get documentation for Professional Development hours upon request. 

Educators:  Pre-register for the educators’ session to receive content materials 
by e-mail to cosee.west@gmail.com     or call the UCLA COSEE-West office at 310-206-8247. 


